Lusifer is a Monte Carlo event generator for all processes e + e − → 6 fermions, which is based on the multi-channel Monte Carlo integration technique and employs the full set of tree-level diagrams. External fermions are taken to be massless, but can be arbitrarily polarized. The calculation of the helicity amplitudes and of the squared matrix elements is presented in a compact way. Initial-state radiation is included at the leading logarithmic level using the structure-function approach. The discussion of numerical results contains a comprehensive list of cross sections relevant for a 500 GeV collider, including a tuned comparison to results obtained with the combination of the Whizard and Madgraph packages as far as possible. Moreover, for off-shell top-quark pair production and the production of a Higgs boson in the intermediate mass range we additionally discuss some phenomenologically interesting distributions. Finally, we numerically analyze the effects of gauge-invariance violation by comparing various ways of introducing decay widths of intermediate top quarks, gauge and Higgs bosons.
Introduction
At future e + e − colliders, such as TESLA [ 1] , some of the most interesting elementary particle reactions lead to final states involving six fermions. Typically these multi-particle final states represent the final decay stage of unstable particles that were produced as resonances in subprocesses. Because of the high precision of future colliders, predictions that are entirely based on the narrow-width approximation (with possible improvements by spin correlations between production and decays or by resonance expansions) are not sufficient in the most cases. In practice, this means that the full set of Feynman diagrams (not only the resonant ones) has to be considered in perturbative calculations, at least in lowest order. The situation is very similar to four-fermion production, e + e − → 4f , and the related radiative processes e + e − → 4f + γ, at LEP2 [ 2] . Although the complexity of the corresponding calculations increases when turning from four-fermion to six-fermion production, e + e − → 6f , most of the existing results are obtained by applying and further developing the methods that had been worked out for four-fermion production. We briefly summarize these results according to the subprocesses of interest:
(i) Top-quark pair production
Since top quarks decay via the cascade t → bW + → bff ′ into three fermions, the production of tt pairs corresponds to a particular class of e + e − → 6f processes: e + e − → bbf 1f
Here f if ′ i denote two weak isospin doublets. Some processes are already discussed in the literature. The specific process e + e − → bbudµ −ν µ was studied in Ref. [ 3] with the GRACE package [ 4] . In Refs. [ 5, 6] and Ref. [ 7] the cases of one and two hadronically decaying W bosons were discussed in more detail, respectively. The former results are based on a generalization of the program PHACT [ 8] , the latter on the ALPHA algorithm [ 9] for matrix elements. Recently various resonance approximations for the top quarks were compared with a calculation based on full sets of e + e − → 6f diagrams in Ref. [ 10] ; these results underline the importance of calculations based on full sets of Feynman diagrams. However, to our knowledge, results have not yet been presented for all final states, for instance, not yet for e + e − → bbe −ν e ν e e + .
(ii) Vector-boson scattering and quartic gauge-boson couplings One of the most promising windows to electroweak symmetry breaking is provided by investigating the scattering of massive vector bosons, V 1 V 2 → V 3 V 4 . This subprocess is initiated by the emission of the vector bosons V 1,2 from the incoming e + e − system and leads to six fermions in the final state: two remnants from the initial state and four fermions from the decays of the vector bosons V 3,4 . Thus, the corresponding reactions are of the form e + e − → e + e − /e + ν e /ν e e − /ν e ν e + 4f . Many studies of vector-boson scattering were presented in the literature (see e.g. Ref. [ 1] and references therein), but with very few exceptions they were based on approximations with respect to the kinematics of the incoming and/or the outgoing vector bosons. In Refs. [ 11, 12] the sensitivity of the processes e + e − → ν eνe + 4 quarks to possible anomalous quartic gauge-boson couplings was investigated making use of full e + e − → 6f matrix elements. The matrix elements used in Ref. [ 11] were obtained with ALPHA, while in Ref. [ 12] the package O'Mega [ 13] delivered the amplitudes and the phase-space generation was performed with Whizard [ 14] . [ 6, 15, 16, 17] the Higgs-strahlung signal was studied for various 6f final states by employing full matrix elements from PHACT and ALPHA. Ref. [ 17] also contains some results for the vector-boson fusion channel.
(iv) Three-gauge-boson production Last but not least, all 6f final states in e + e − → 6f contribute to the signal of resonant three-gauge-boson production, such as e + e − → WWZ/ZZZ, from which valuable information on the quartic gauge-boson couplings can be deduced. In Refs. [ 5, 6] WWZ production was investigated for some interesting final states using the full 6f matrix elements from PHACT. However, more detailed studies including more final states are certainly wanted.
It should be mentioned that the combination of the PHEGAS and HELAC packages [ 18] is also able to deal with six-fermion production processes. However, no detailed results of these programs for e + e − → 6f have been presented yet in the literature. In this paper we present the Monte Carlo event generator Lusifer, which is, in its first version, designed for all Standard Model processes e + e − → 6 fermions in lowest order; gluon-exchange diagrams can be optionally included for final states with two leptons and four quarks (not yet for six-quark final states).
1 Technically the approach closely follows the structure of Excalibur [ 20] and the lowest-order part of RacoonWW [ 21, 22] for the processes e + e − → 4f (+γ). This means the matrix elements are evaluated within the Weyl-van der Waerden (WvdW) spinor technique as described in Ref. [ 23] (see also references therein); the external fermions are taken to be massless, but can be arbitrarily polarized. The phase-space integration is performed with the multi-channel Monte Carlo integration technique [ 24] , improved by adaptive weight optimization [ 25] . The lowestorder predictions obtained this way are dressed by initial-state radiation (ISR) in the leading logarithmic approximation following the structure-function approach [ 26] , as summarized in the appendix of Ref. [ 27] .
Although the above list of topics shows that several studies of six-fermion production processes have already been presented in the literature, no detailed tuned comparison between results from different approaches is available yet. We make a first step to fill this gap by giving a full list of cross sections for 6f states with up to three neutrinos and up to four quarks for a centre-of-mass (CM) energy of 500 GeV. Moreover, we compare these cross sections with results obtained by Whizard [ 14] and Madgraph [ 28] as far as the combination of these packages is applicable. In general, we find good numerical agreement, but for several channels the limitation of these multi-purpose programs becomes visible. We continue the tuned comparison by comparing some distributions for topics of phenomenological interest, such as invariant-mass and angular distributions for top-quark and Higgs-boson production. We conclude the discussion of numerical results by comparing various schemes for introducing the finite decay widths of unstable particles in the amplitudes. Already for CM energies in the TeV range the gauge-invariancebreaking effects in some cases are clearly visible, underlining the importance of this issue. Within Lusifer several width schemes are implemented, comprising also the complexmass scheme, which was introduced in Ref. [ 21] for tree-level predictions and maintains gauge invariance. Hence, gauge-violating artefacts can be controlled by comparing a given width scheme with the complex-mass scheme.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the calculation of the helicity amplitudes and of the squared matrix elements is described in detail, followed by a description of the multi-channel phase-space integration in Section 3. The treatment of ISR is described in Section 4. Section 5 contains a classification of the processes e + e − → 6f according to the underlying resonance subprocesses. In Section 6 we present numerical results, including a comprehensive list of cross sections, their tuned comparison with Whizard and Madgraph results, some distributions relevant for top-quark and Higgs-boson production, and the discussion of gauge-invariance-breaking effects. A summary is given in Section 7.
2 Matrix-element calculation
Generic amplitudes for eight external fermions
The Feynman diagrams contributing to a process with 8 external fermions can be classified into different categories according to the number of external fermion-antifermion pairs that directly fuse to a boson. At tree level there are at least two such pairs, called "fermion currents" in the following, so that we have three categories: diagrams with 4, 3, or 2 fermion currents. Assuming massless external fermions, the generic diagrams of these classes are shown in Figures 1-3 . The vector bosons V ... represent all gauge-boson fields γ, Z, W ± , g that are allowed by the quantum numbers of the external fermions. Whenever a gauge boson has to be electrically charged, it is already denoted by W; if a top quark is present, the charge flow is automatically fixed in the diagram. All purely electroweak diagrams are supported for arbitrary six-fermion final states. Lusifer optionally includes also gluon-exchange diagrams, but in its first version such diagrams are only included for up to four quarks in the final state. This, in particular, implies that there are no gluonic diagrams of the type shown in Figure 1 . The scalar boson S stands both for the Higgsboson field H and for the would-be Goldstone partners χ and φ ± of the gauge bosons Z and W ± . The amplitudes given below are all evaluated within the 't Hooft-Feynman gauge. Among the internal fermions F ... the top quark plays a special role, since it is the only fermion that receives a mass, m t . Note that the first three diagrams in each class appear already in a theory with only massless fermions, while diagrams (3d), (3e), and (2d) are proportional to a power of the top-quark mass due to the appearance of the top-quark Yukawa coupling in the amplitude.
In the generic diagrams the external fermions f a,...,h , which are simply denoted as a, . . . , h, carry incoming momenta p a,...,h and helicities σ a,...,h , respectively. The helicity amplitudes of these diagrams are calculated within the Weyl-van der Waerden (WvdW)
Figure 1: Generic diagrams with 4 fermion currents
Figure 2: Generic diagrams with 3 fermion currents
Figure 3: Generic diagrams with 2 fermion currents formalism following the conventions of Ref. [ 23] . The amplitudes are expressed in terms of WvdW spinor products,
where p A , q A are the associated momentum spinors for the massless momenta
Fermions are assumed to be incoming and, if necessary, turned into outgoing ones by crossing, which is performed by inverting the corresponding fermion momenta and helicities. If spinor products appear with negative momenta −p, −q as arguments, it is understood that only the complex conjugate spinor products get the corresponding sign change. We illustrate this by simple examples:
3)
The denominator parts of the propagators for vector bosons V and fermions F are abbreviated by
where the fermion mass m F is only non-zero for the top quark. The introduction of finite decay widths Γ V (p 2 ) and Γ F (p 2 ) in the propagators is described below. Moreover, we introduce abbreviations for sums of external momenta,
For the Feynman rules and coupling factors we follow the conventions of Ref. [ 29] . For the gauge-boson self-interactions we define the following constants, 6) with the abbreviations g γWW = 1,
The sine and cosine of the weak mixing angle are defined by the masses of the Z and W bosons as follows:
Here and in the following the fields denoted in the subscripts are assumed to be incoming. If the charge flow does not matter, we simply write W and φ instead of W ± and φ ± ; the corresponding coupling is, of course, understood as zero if charge conservation would be violated. For the couplings of scalar to gauge bosons we introduce 9) and for the couplings of the electroweak gauge bosons to fermions
where Q i and I 3 w,i = ±1/2 denote the relative charge and the weak isospin of the fermion f i , respectively. The field f ′ i corresponds to the weak-isospin partner of f i . For the gluon coupling to quarks q we introduce g
where g s = √ 4πα s is the strong gauge coupling and e = √ 4πα is the electromagnetic coupling. The factor e in the denominator is introduced, because we will separate the global factor e 6 from the e + e − → 6f helicity amplitudes. By convention, the colour operator as well as the colour indices of external quarks are split off from the generic amplitudes given below; the whole colour structure will be reinserted when squaring the amplitudes. Finally, we need the Yukawa coupling of the top quark, for which we define
If any of the constants C ... or g σ ... appears in the following with subscripts not listed here, it is understood to vanish.
The amplitudes for the generic graphs with 4 fermion currents (see Figure 1 ) are given by 
Here the dot in the first line of Eq. (2.17) indicates the usual Lorentz product of fourvectors, and the extended brackets are shorthands for the expressions 
The amplitudes for the generic graphs with 3 fermion currents (see Figure 2 ) are given by 31) where the expressions for the remaining polarizations are again obtained by simple substitutions, 32) where the index τ has to be ignored for all functions other than A ...
(3a),τ and the substitution m * t → m t ensures that the top-quark mass (if taken complex) remains unaffected by the complex conjugation.
The amplitudes for the generic graphs with 2 fermion currents (see Figure 3 ) are given by
Again we exploited the fact that helicity conservation in each spinor chain containing top quarks is restored by chirality projectors, i.e. that Eq. (2.22) is necessary for non-vanishing contributions. The functions A ...
with the following substitutions for the remaining polarizations,
Squared matrix elements from generic amplitudes
Having defined all amplitudes involving 8 external massless fermions in the previous section, we now turn to the evaluation of the squared matrix elements for a given process 2f → 6f . Since the adopted approach is based on helicity eigenstates of the external fermions, in a first step we calculate the squares of all helicity matrix elements and take the incoherent sum over the relevant helicity configurations at the end. We widely suppress the helicity labels in the following.
The fermion lines with an outgoing arrow are enumerated by i = 1, 3, 5, 7; they correspond to incoming antifermionsf i or outgoing fermions f i . The fermion lines with an incoming arrow are enumerated by i = 2, 4, 6, 8; they correspond to incoming fermions f i or outgoing antifermionsf i . The respective incoming momenta and helicities are denoted by p i and σ i , i.e. these quantities receive a minus sign by crossing if they belong to final-state particles. For instance, for a scattering reaction of the incomingf 7 f 8 pair, our notation is
where the momenta and helicities within parentheses correspond to incoming fields, i.e. they are identified with appropriate permutations of the momenta p a , . . . , p h and helicities
(p a , . . . , p h ) of the previous section. Finally, all relevant Feynman graphs have to be summed and squared taking into account colour correlations.
In detail the construction proceeds in three steps:
First we write down all permutations of (1, 3, 5, 7) and (2, 4, 6, 8) for (a, c, e, g) and (b, d, f, h), respectively, resulting in (4!) 2 = 576 different combinations (a, . . . , h). The generic amplitudes vanish if at least one of the pairsf a f b ,f c f d ,f e f f , andf g f h does not appear in a vertex Vf f with a gauge boson V . Therefore, we can omit such combinations (a, . . . , h) from the beginning. This excludes, for instance, combinations where at least one of the pairs consists of a lepton and a quark. However, there are also channels, such as e + e − → e + e − e + e − e + e − , where all 576 combinations contribute. In the following we enumerate the relevant combinations by n = 1, . . . , N (N ≤ 576) and denote them by (a n , . . . , h n ). Next we determine the relative sign factors η n between diagrams that differ in their fermion-number flow by an interchange of external lines. Obviously
+1 for even permutations (a n , . . . , h n ) of (1, . . . , 8), −1 for odd permutations (a n , . . . , h n ) of (1, . . . , 8), 0 otherwise,
yields the correct signs.
(ii) Amplitude evaluation In the next step we evaluate the generic amplitudes M σa,...,σ h (...)
(p a , . . . , p h ) with the identifications (a, . . . , h) = (a n , . . . , h n ), i.e. we calculate all graphs shown in Figures 1-3 with all possible internal bosons. More precisely, in order to avoid double counting we require appropriate conditions for (a, . . . , h) and the internal bosons to ensure that each Feynman diagram is calculated only once. These conditions are listed in Table 1 , where Amplitude Bosons
Fermions
Charge flow 4a
2b, 2c none a < c none 3a, 3d, 3e, none none none 2a, 2d Q ab = Q b − Q a is the total incoming charge of the pairf a f b . An entry "none" means that all insertions allowed by charge conservation are possible. For example, the second line in Table 1 for diagram "4b" means that the vector bosons V 1 and V 2 each can be either a photon or Z boson, V 3 is a W boson with a negative charge −e flowing through the diagram from thef a f b pair to thef e f f pair, while no restriction on the numbers a, . . . , h is imposed.
At this stage, we can already sum up diagrams that belong to the same fermion permutation and have the same colour structure. In this way we obtain the sums M (ew) n and M (1g) n which include all purely electroweak and one-gluon exchange diagrams for (a n , . . . , h n ), respectively. Here one should realize that the number of diagrams can be rather large, ranging from typically ∼ 10 2 -10 3 up to 13896 for e + e − → e + e − e + e − e + e − .
(iii) Squared matrix element If no external quarks are involved the squared matrix element |M lept | 2 is simply obtained by squaring the sum over all contributions η n M (ew) n ,
For two external quarks the situation is as simple as in the purely leptonic case. The quark line always closes to the same loop in the squared "interference" diagrams, leading to a global factor 3 from the colour trace,
For four external quarks non-trivial colour interferences occur. Denoting the four quarks byq 1 q 2q3 q 4 , there are two types of diagrams: one type in which the pairsq 1 q 2 andq 3 q 4 define the two quark lines, and another one in whichq 1 q 4 andq 3 q 2 define the lines. According to this criterion we divide the set of N permutations (a n , . . . , h n ) into two subsets of N/2 permutations for each of the two diagram types and label the permutations by the pair of indices (n, α) with n = 1, . . . , N/2, α = 1, 2 instead of taking n = 1, . . . , N.
n,α denote the sums of purely electroweak and one-gluon diagrams for (a n,α , . . . , h n,α ), respectively, where the index α determines whetherq 1 q 2 andq 3 q 4 or q 1 q 4 andq 3 q 2 correspond to the two quark lines. The squared matrix element is obtained from terms of the form M
* . If α = β, diagrammatically such a term represents interference graphs in which the two quark lines close separately; for purely electroweak diagrams (X = Y = ew) each closed quark yields a colour factor 3, leading to a colour factor 3 2 = 9 for the whole interference term. If α = β, the two quark lines close to a single loop, leading to a colour factor 3 for purely electroweak diagrams. If at least one of the terms M * stands for one-gluon diagrams, the colour factors result from some simple traces over Gell-Mann matrices. We summarize the colour factors in terms of 2 × 2 matrices
Using these matrices, the squared matrix element reads
Introduction of finite decay widths
For the finite decay widths introduced in the propagator functions (2.4) we provide three possibilities as options:
where M and Γ denote the mass and on-shell decay width of the propagating particle, respectively, and θ(x) is the usual step function. In the fixed-width scheme, the constant width Γ is introduced in each propagator, s-channel-or t-channel-like, i.e. for time-like and space-like momentum transfer, respectively. In the step-width scheme and in the runningwidth scheme only s-channel propagators receive a finite width, as actually demanded from field-theoretical principles, and the factor p 2 /M 2 in the running width reproduces the correct momentum dependence of the imaginary part of a one-loop self-energy for a particle that decays into massless decay products.
Note that none of these schemes preserves gauge invariance, as for instance explained in Refs. [ 2, 27, 30, 31, 32, 33] . Nevertheless for the processes e + e − → 4f (+γ) the gaugeinvariance-violating effects in the fixed-width scheme turned out to be sufficiently suppressed [ 21, 31] , rendering this simple scheme very useful. Moreover, it was pointed out in Ref. [ 21] that gauge invariance is restored in the fixed-width approach if complex gauge-boson masses are used in all Feynman rules, 2 i.e. in particular the weak mixing angle is derived from the complex gauge-boson masses,
This complex-mass scheme is included as a fourth option in Lusifer.
The so-called fermion-loop scheme [ 31] , which introduces gauge-boson widths by a gauge-invariant fermion-loop resummation, is not sufficient for six-fermion production in general and thus not considered in the following, since it does not provide an introduction of the decay widths of the top quark and the Higgs boson, because these particles do not (or not entirely) decay into fermion-antifermion pairs. On the other hand, the effective Lagrangian approach of Ref. [ 33] or appropriate expansions [ 30] about resonance poles could also be used for e + e − → 6f processes, but this task goes beyond the scope of this paper.
Cross-checks
Apart from performing internal checks, we have compared the squared matrix elements for some phase-space points with the results obtained with Madgraph [ 28] . Since Madgraph calculates amplitudes within the unitary gauge without providing a gaugeinvariant introduction of decay widths, we performed the comparison for vanishing decay widths consistently. We find very good numerical agreement for non-exceptional phasespace points between our results and the ones of Madgraph, whenever the latter program delivers an amplitude. For a recent test version of Madgraph, directly obtained from the authors [ 34] , there are only two e + e − → 6f channels that are not covered, e + e − → e + e − e + e − e + e − and e + e − → e + e − e + e − ν eνe . We note that the amplitude check was done with and without (coherent) inclusion of gluon background diagrams.
3 Multi-channel phase-space integration Monte Carlo generators are widely used for experimental analyses since they provide realistic event samples that can be compared with experimental observations after detector simulation. Another advantage of a Monte Carlo generator is its flexibility; all possible observables can be studied easily by choosing suitable separation cuts. However, for a proper use of the Monte Carlo program a basic knowledge of the numerical integration techniques is helpful. Therefore, the numerical integration of Lusifer is briefly outlined in the following. The general method is very similar to the one used in RacoonWW, as described in Refs. [ 21, 35] , but generalized to six-fermion processes.
For six-fermion production, e + e − → 6f , an integration over a 14-dimensional phase space has to be performed. Denoting the incoming e ± momenta p ± and the outgoing fermion momenta k i (i = 1, . . . , 6), the phase-space integral reads
where the fermion masses m i are zero in our case (m i = 0) and E CM is the total CM energy. The numerical integration (3.1) is rather complicated owing to the rich peaking structure of the integrand. The amplitude involves a huge number of propagators that become resonant or are enhanced in various phase-space regions. The problem is even more serious if the separation cuts, which are required to exclude infrared and collinear singularities from the physical integration domain, are small. To obtain reliable numerical results, events have to be sampled more frequently in the integration domains where the integrand is large. This redistribution of events is called importance sampling. In practice, this means that the mapping of the pseudo-random numbers r i , 0 ≤ r i ≤ 1, into the space of final-state momenta has to be chosen such that the corresponding Jacobian 1/g(r) cancels the propagators of the differential cross section at least partially:
.
Propagator mappings
In order to smooth a single propagator with momentum transfer q in the square of a matrix element,
the phase space is parametrized in such a way that the virtuality q 2 of the propagator is chosen as an integration variable. The integral over q 2 is transformed into an integral over the random number r:
The dependence of q 2 on the pseudo-random number r has to be chosen such that the Jacobian 1/g prop smoothes the propagator (3.3). In Lusifer two types of mappings are used according to the mass M of the propagating particle. Since all occurring massive particles possess a finite decay width Γ, a suitable mapping is of Breit-Wigner type (M = 0, Γ = 0):
For massless particles the following mappings are appropriate (M = Γ = 0):
The mapping (3.7) is only valid for ν = 1, while Eq. (3.8) is a substitute of Eq. (3.7) for ν = 1. The naive expectation ν = 2 from the squared matrix element is not necessarily the best choice because the propagator poles are partially cancelled in the collinear limit. It turns out that a proper value is ν < ∼ 1.
Multi-channel approach
Obviously, importance sampling of all propagators appearing in the amplitude is not possible by a single phase-space mapping. Therefore, we apply the multi-channel approach [ 20, 24] where N phase-space parametrizations with appropriate mappings, called channels, are used simultaneously. To this end, the phase-space integral is rewritten into the form
where the β i define a partition of unity, i.e. β i = i j=1 α j , β 0 = 0, β N = N j=1 α j = 1. In Eq. (3.9) an additional random number r is introduced in order to select a channel i randomly with probability α i ≥ 0. A channel is defined by its mapping from the pseudorandom numbers into the space of final-state momenta. The total density g tot is composed of the single densities g i of the different channels weighted by the a priori weights α i :
(3.10)
Figure 4: Topological diagram for the generic phase-space generator
In this way, it is possible to simultaneously include different phase-space mappings which are suitable for different parts of the integrand. To be specific, for each diagram a channel exists, so that all propagators of the squared diagram are smoothed by the corresponding local density g i . No special channels are provided for interference contributions. The a priori weights α i are adapted in the early phase of the Monte Carlo run several times to optimize the convergence behaviour of the numerical integration. This adaptive weight optimization [ 25] increases the a priori weights α i for such channels that correspond to important diagrams of the process, i.e. to diagrams that give large contributions to the total cross section.
The actual calculation is performed in two steps: First, a channel is chosen and the momenta of the final-state particles are calculated with the corresponding phase-space generator. Secondly, the total density is determined. Besides the evaluation of the matrix elements, the second step is the most time-consuming part since the local densities of all channels have to be calculated.
Generic construction of phase-space generators
Since six-fermion production processes involve of the order of 10 2 -10 4 diagrams, it is very important to handle the different phase-space mappings in a generic way. All different channels can be obtained from one generic phase-space generator by choosing the topological structure of the corresponding diagram, as illustrated in Figure 4 , the order of the incoming and outgoing particles, and the masses and widths of the internal particles. In contrast to the calculation of the matrix elements as discussed in Section 2, there is a fundamental difference between the incoming and outgoing particles, and s-and t-channel propagators.
For each class of diagrams with the same propagator structure we adopt an own channel for the numerical integration. Diagrams with four-particle vertices also fit into the generic diagram of Figure 4 if one of the propagators is contracted and the corresponding invariant is sampled uniformly. The same is true for diagrams with exclusively s-channel propagators, since the s-channel propagator resulting from a fusion of the two incoming lines is constant.
The actual calculation of the event kinematics is decomposed into three steps: the calculation of time-like invariants, of 2 → 2 scattering processes with t-channel propagators, and of 1 → 2 particle decays. The phase-space integration reads
where the phase space of the 2 → 2 scattering processes and the 1 → 2 decays are denoted by Φ 2→2 j and Φ 1→2 k , respectively. Note that the number τ of 2 → 2 scattering processes, which is the number of t-channel lines in Figure 4 , can range from 0 to 5. The four invariants s i (i = 1, . . . , 4) result from the phase-space factorization into scattering processes and decays. More details on phase-space parametrizations can be found in Refs. [ 35, 36] . If several t-channel propagators are present, i.e. for τ ≥ 2, some of the s i (i = 1, . . . , 4) do not correspond to virtualities of propagators in the diagram; for such variables no mappings are introduced, they are generated uniformly.
In detail we proceed as follows:
(i) Calculation of time-like invariants
First of all, the time-like invariants s is ordered in such a way that the s (j) i nearest to final-state particles are calculated first, followed by the next-to-nearest s-channel propagators, and so on.
The lower and upper limits s i,min/max , in general, are functions of the already determined invariants. To enhance the efficiency of the numerical integration, separation cuts have to be taken into account. We include invariant-mass cuts of final-state particles in the evaluation of s (j) i,min/max whenever possible.
(ii) 2 → 2 scattering processes with t-channel propagators
The subpart of the diagram involving t-channel propagators is decomposed into several 2 → 2 scattering processes. The phase-space integration reads
where p 1,2 are the incoming and q 1,2 are the outgoing momenta, and φ * is the azimuthal angle defined by p 1 and q 1 in the CM frame of the subprocess, where p 1 + p 2 = 0. The argument t = (p 1 − q 1 ) 2 of the t-channel propagator is calculated according to Eqs. (3.5)-(3.8). The azimuthal angle φ * is sampled uniformly. Since the corresponding polar angle cos θ * of this scattering process depends on the invariant t linearly,
the calculation of the momenta and the Lorentz transformation into the laboratory (LAB) frame is simple and, thus, skipped here. Explicit formulas can for instance be found in
Figure 5: Topological diagram for a specific phase-space generator Ref. [ 35] . Subprocesses that are nearest to the incoming particles of the whole e + e − → 6f scattering process are calculated first, followed by the next-to-nearest, and so on.
For the 2 → 2 scattering processes that are attached to the original incoming particles, we already take into account possible cuts on angles between outgoing particles and the beams that effectively reduce the integration range of t, i.e. we include these cuts in the determination of t min/max .
(iii) 1 → 2 particle decays It remains to perform the decays of the s-channel particles. The phase-space integration reads
where φ * and θ * are the azimuthal and polar angles in the rest frame of the decaying particle, respectively. The variables φ * and cos θ * are sampled uniformly. The momenta of the outgoing particles are q 1 and q 2 . As in the former step, the calculation of the momenta and the Lorentz transformation into the LAB frame is straightforward (see e.g. Ref. [ 35] ).
We illustrate the general strategy by considering the specific topology shown in Figure 5 , where a particular choice for the incoming and outgoing momenta p ± and k i is made. For this example the phase-space parametrization (3.11) reads 
where sums of outgoing momenta are abbreviated by
Note that only the time-like invariants s 1 = k For an efficient and fast numerical integration Lusifer evaluates the different subparts of the phase-space mappings for all channels only once for a single event. The local densities of individual channels are then easily obtained from the Jacobians of these subparts. This speeds up the numerical integration considerably.
Cross checks
The Monte Carlo part of Lusifer can, in principle, be applied to arbitrary processes. In order to check the phase-space integration, we implemented the tree-level matrix elements of RacoonWW, as given in Ref. [ 21] , in Lusifer and reproduced the results given in Table 1 of Ref. [ 21] for four-fermion production, e + e − → 4f , and for the radiative processes, e + e − → 4f γ, in the fixed width scheme. We found good agreement between the 4f and 4f γ results integrated with Lusifer and RacoonWW.
Higher-order initial-state radiation at the leading logarithmic level
A first step to improve tree-level predictions by higher-order radiative corrections consists in including universal corrections such as the leading logarithms of initial-state radiation. In Lusifer this is done via structure functions [ 26, 27] . The lowest-order differential cross section is convoluted in the energy fractions x ± of the incoming electron and positron:
where the splitting scale Q is not fixed at the leading logarithmic level and quantifies part of the missing radiative corrections. In Lusifer, Q is set to the CM energy E CM by default. 3 The Born cross section in Eq. (4.1) is calculated in the same way as in the case without ISR but with the momenta x ± p ± for the incoming e
± . The precise form of the structure function Γ LL ee (x, Q 2 ) used in Lusifer is the same as in Eqs. (5.2)-(5.4) of the second paper in Ref. [ 22] .
Classification of 6f final states in e
+ e − collisions
The derivation of squared matrix elements described in Section 2 is valid for all processes involving eight external fermions and restricted for gluonic diagrams to processes involving up to four external quarks. Thus, these results can be applied to various sixfermion processes in lepton-lepton, lepton-hadron, and hadron-hadron scattering. In this paper, we focus on e + e − → 6f processes in the following, representing an important class of reactions at future linear colliders such as TESLA [ 1] . We divide the set of 6f final states into three (overlapping) subsets corresponding to different subprocesses of interest: 
(i) Processes involving top quarks
The most interesting processes involving top quarks correspond to top-pair production with the subsequent decay of the top quarks into six fermions which proceeds via W bosons, e + e − → tt → bW +b W − → 6f . The corresponding diagram is shown in Figure 6 . All 6f final states that are relevant for tt production are of the form e + e − → bbf 1f
are two weak isospin doublets. There is a second, but less interesting class of 6f final states that involve top-quark diagrams but do not contain tt production as a subprocess. These processes are of the form e + e − → ν eνe bbff, where f is any fermion other than the electron.
(ii) Vector-boson scattering and s-channel Higgs production One of the most interesting class of subprocesses in e + e − → 6f is the scattering of weak gauge bosons, e + e − → 2f + (V 1 V 2 → V 3 V 4 ) → 6f . According to the charges of the "incoming" vector-boson pair V 1 V 2 , there are three different types of vector-boson scattering channels, as shown in Figure 7 : (a) neutral-neutral, (b) charged-charged, and (c) mixed. Among all 6f final states these channels are distinguished by the appearance of (a) e + e − , (b) ν eνe , and (c) e + ν e /e −ν e in the final state. ZZ and WW fusion processes, which are included in types (a) and (b), are also important in Higgs physics. If the Higgs-boson mass M H is large enough that the decay channel H → WW opens, resonant s-channel Higgs production dominates the vectorboson scattering cross section, WW, ZZ → H → WW/ZZ, which is then one of the two main production mechanisms for the Higgs boson in e + e − annihilation. The relevant Feynman diagram is shown in Figure 7 (d).
(iii) Three-boson production and Higgs-strahlung off Z bosons All 6f final states have in common that they contribute to production processes of three electroweak gauge bosons, e + e − → V 1 V 2 V 3 → 6f . As illustrated in Figure 8 , there are two different types of reactions, distinguished by the charges of the produced bosons: (a) charged-charged-neutral and (b) neutral-neutral-neutral.
For a sufficiently large Higgs-boson mass, i.e. when H → WW becomes possible, not only s-channel Higgs production leads to relatively large contributions to 6f production but also Higgs-strahlung off Z bosons, e + e − → ZH → ZWW/ZZZ → 6f , which is the second of the two main Higgs production mechanisms at future e + e − colliders. The corresponding Feynman diagram is shown in Figure 8 
Input parameters
For the numerical evaluation we use the following set of Standard-Model parameters [ 38] , where the top-quark width Γ t is, of course, only a reasonable estimate. In order to absorb parts of the renormalization effects (i.e. some universal radiative corrections) into the electroweak couplings, such as the running of α(Q 2 ) from Q 2 = 0 to a high-energy scale and some universal effects related to the ρ parameter, we evaluate amplitudes in the socalled G µ scheme, i.e. we derive the electromagnetic coupling α = e 2 /(4π) from the Fermi constant G µ according to
In the structure functions we use α(0) as coupling parameter, which is the correct effective coupling for real photon emission. For the Higgs-boson mass we take the set of sample values listed in Table 2 : Higgs-boson masses and decay widths as provided by HDECAY With the only exception of Section 6.5, where the interplay between finite-width schemes and gauge invariance is discussed, we make use of the fixed-width approach, as described in Section 2.3.
Finally, we specify the following separation cuts:
where θ(i, j) is the angle between the particles i and j in the LAB system, and l, q, and "beam" denote charged final-state leptons, quarks, and the beam electrons or positrons, respectively. The invariant mass of a quark pair′ is denoted by m(q, q ′ ).
Survey of cross sections
Only very few results presented in the literature are found to be appropriate for a tuned comparison to our results, because in most cases only plots but no numbers are given, fermion mass singularities are not always excluded by phase-space cuts, or beamstrahlung effects are included. Therefore, we decided to adopt a public version of a multi-purpose generator available from the www and to perform a tuned comparison based on the setup described in the previous section as far as possible. Specifically, we have used the generator Whizard [ 14] , version 1.21, together with the implemented Madgraph [ 28] amplitudes. We did not include beamstrahlung effects in the following results, since they depend on the details of the inspected collider and would spoil the usefulness of our results as reference for future studies. Beamstrahlung can, however, be included in Lusifer in a straightforward way. If not stated otherwise the cross section numbers in this section are based on 10 7 weighted Monte Carlo events. In the following tables, the numbers within parentheses correspond to the statistical errors of the Monte Carlo integrations.
In Table 3 we show the results for all processes e + e − → 6 leptons with up to two neutrinos in the final state (three neutrinos are not possible) for a CM energy of 500 GeV. The first set of final states comprises the reactions that receive contributions from resonant WWZ production and various other mechanisms. The remaining reactions entirely proceed via neutral-current interactions, except for the last two processes that receive contributions from WW → ZZ scattering. Comparing the two sets of cross sections, the ones for WWZ production are larger. ISR affects the cross sections at the level of a few per cent, ranging up to ∼ 8%, and this correction is negative in almost all cases. The comparison with Whizard and Madgraph reveals agreement within 1-3σ in general with a few exceptions, where larger differences occur. These differences are accompanied with larger errors in the Whizard results and are assumed [ 40] to be due to the fact that the photon propagators in the splittings γ → ff are not analytically smoothed by mappings in Whizard. In most cases the statistical error given by Lusifer is smaller than the one of Whizard. The missing entries correspond to those final states that are not supported by Madgraph.
4 Table 4 shows a tuned comparison for 6f final states containing two quarks and at most three neutrinos for a CM energy of 500 GeV. The table is divided into two parts: the first part comprises all final states that receive contributions from a hadronically decaying W boson; final states corresponding to hadronically decaying Z bosons form the second part, where contributions from uū and dd pairs are added, in order to keep the table more compact. In comparison with the purely leptonic final states the cross sections are larger, which is mainly due to the colour factor 3 resulting from the two quarks in the final states. Otherwise the various channels show similar features as their leptonic counterparts. WWZ production channels have larger cross sections than processes that proceed via neutral-current interactions only, and ISR affects cross sections at the level of a few per cent, mainly in negative direction. It should be mentioned that in the second set of final states the Lusifer results have again been obtained from 10 7 events, while the Whizard runs have been performed with 10 7 events for uū and dd each, so that the final 
0008088 (15) Table 3 : Cross sections for e + e − → 6f channels with purely leptonic final states for √ s = 500 GeV numbers effectively result from 2 × 10 7 events. In view of this difference the statistical error of Lusifer is somewhat smaller. The agreement between the two programs is again within 1-3σ with a few exceptions for the same reason as explained above.
A tuned comparison of results for final states containing two leptons and four quarks is presented in Table 5 , again for a CM energy of 500 GeV. The notation "4q" stands for the sum over all possible four-quark configurations of u, d, c, s quarks. In the table we separately give results that include or exclude the contributions of gluon-exchange diagrams in the amplitude calculation, as indicated in the "QCD" column. Note that the large impact of these gluon-exchange diagrams sensitively depends on the separation cuts, in particular on the minimal invariant mass of quark pairs. The impact of ISR is similar to the cases discussed previously. The largest cross section is observed for ν eνe +4q production, which is the only channel that receives contributions from WW → WW/ZZ scattering and from W fusion to a Higgs boson. The comparison to Whizard shows the Finally, in Table 6 we collect our results on cross sections for final states that involve amplitudes with intermediate top quarks. The first set of channels comprises all final states that are relevant for top-quark pair production, e + e − → tt → 6f . In the second set of processes top quarks appear only on non-resonant lines in diagrams. The difference between the tt production cross sections for two and four quarks in the final states roughly reflects the factor 3 between leptonically and hadronically decaying W bosons that have been produced in t → bW + . Since these channels are strongly dominated by the diagram shown in Figure 6 , the impact of gluon-exchange diagrams is small. Concerning the ISR effects and the comparison of the two programs, the same features are observed as in the other cases discussed above. Finally, we mention that Lusifer runs faster than the combination of the Whizard and Madgraph packages. The factor in speed varies with the 6f final state from roughly a factor of 2 up to an order of magnitude, where the superiority of Lusifer becomes more apparent if a large number of diagrams is involved. Figure 9 illustrates the (well-known) energy dependence of the top-quark pair production cross section for final states where one of the produced W bosons decays hadronically and the other leptonically. The results for the total cross section are obtained with 5 × 10 6 events per CM energy. Gluon-exchange diagrams are not taken into account. The cross section steeply rises at the tt threshold, reaches its maximum between 400 GeV and 500 GeV, and then decreases with increasing energy. The l.h.s. of the figure shows that ISR reduces the cross section for energies below its maximum and enhances it above, thereby shifting the maximum to a higher energy. This behaviour is simply due to the radiative energy loss induced by ISR. Near a CM energy of 250 GeV the onset of WWZ production can be observed. Note that this contribution is entirely furnished by background diagrams, i.e. by diagrams that do not have a resonant top-quark pair. Another type of background diagrams exists if electrons or positrons are present in the final state, since an incoming e ± line can then go through to the final state. The impact of such diagrams is illustrated on the r.h.s. of Figure 9 , where the final states are equal up to the change of µ −ν µ to e −ν e . For energies around 500 GeV the difference is of the order of a per cent, but increasing with energy. It should, however, be noted that this difference strongly depends on the separation of final-state e ± from the beams. For smaller cut angles, or for particular regions in distributions, the impact of such background diagrams will be much larger. 5 The problem of working out an optimal strategy to define a clear tt signal, i.e. to systematically suppress background contributions, obviously goes beyond this study.
Results on top-quark pair production
In Figures 10 and 11 we consider two examples of distributions that are interesting for tt production, again focusing on the channel e + e − → µ −ν µ udbb. Figure 10 shows the invariant-mass distribution of the udb quark triple that results from the top-quark decay. As expected, ISR does not distort the resonance shape but merely rescales the Breit-Wigner-like distribution. More interestingly, the r.h.s. of the figure demonstrates that Lusifer and Whizard yield predictions that are fully compatible within statistical accuracy, both with and without the inclusion of ISR corrections. Figure 11 shows the production angular distribution of the udb quark triple, which is (for resonant top quarks) equal to the top-quark production angle. ISR tends to flatten the distribution, which is again due to the impact of effectively reduced scattering energies where the distribution is less angular dependent. The r.h.s. of the figure reveals agreement between the two programs within statistical errors.
Results on Higgs-boson production
In this section we discuss some distributions that are relevant for Higgs-boson production in the intermediate M H range. Figures 12 and 13 show the four-quark invariant-mass distribution and the related production angular distribution of the individual channel e + e − → ν µνµ udsc for a CM energy of 500 GeV. Gluon-exchange diagrams are not included in these evaluations. The reaction is dominated by two mechanisms: ZH production with the subsequent decays H → WW → 4q and Z → ν µνµ , and "continuous" WWZ production. In the invariant-mass distribution the narrow Higgs resonance shows up at M udsc = M H = 170 GeV over a continuous background from WWZ production in the range 2M W < ∼ M udsc < ∼ √ s − M Z . The l.h.s. of Figure 12 shows that ISR does not influence the resonance structure strongly; the largest ISR effect is observed at the upper edge of the spectrum, where the effective CM energy loss by ISR reduces the rate. The r.h.s. of the figure illustrates the agreement between the Lusifer and Whizard results within statistical accuracy. Figure 13 shows that ISR significantly distorts the four-quark angular distribution at intermediate angles, where ZH production dominates; in the very forward and backward regions the spectrum is mainly due to contributions from the subprocess e + e − → (γ * /Z * )Z → WWZ, where the total momentum of the udsc quark system correspond to the off-shell particles γ * /Z * . The r.h.s. of the figure again demonstrates the good agreement between the two different Monte Carlo programs.
In Figure 14 we show the analogous distributions for three different Higgs-boson masses, but now summed over all four-quark configurations of the first two generations. Figure 15 shows the same distributions after replacing the ν µνµ pair in the final state by ν eνe . ISR and gluon-exchange diagrams are not included in these evaluations. The crucial difference between the ν µνµ and ν eνe channels lies in the Higgs production mechanisms: while the former receives only contributions from ZH production, the latter additionally involves W fusion, WW → H → WW, which dominates the cross section. Therefore, The invariant-mass distributions of the two channels look similar, and for M H = 170 GeV resemble the shape already observed for the single channel e + e − → ν µνµ udsc in Figure 12 . Note that for M H = 190 GeV and 230 GeV the high-energy tails of the distributions show some Higgs mass dependence. This is due to the subprocess of ZH production where the Higgs decays via H → ZZ → (ν µνµ /ν eνe ) + 2q, which is not yet possible for the smaller Higgs mass M H = 170 GeV. The corresponding boundary in M 4q , which is clearly seen in the plots for M H = 190 GeV, is determined by the two extreme situations where the decay H → ZZ proceeds along the ZH production axis. For M H = 230 GeV this boundary is hidden by the Higgs peak and the upper kinematical limit in the M 4q spectrum. In contrast to the invariant-mass distributions, the shape of the four-quark angular distributions of the ν µνµ and ν eνe channels look very different. For ν µνµ , i.e. for ZH production, intermediate production angles dominate, and this dominance is more pronounced for smaller Higgs-boson masses, where more phase space exists. For ν eνe , i.e. W-boson fusion, forward and backward production of Higgs bosons is preferred, and the M H dependence is mainly visible in the overall scale of the distribution, but not in the shape itself.
Finite-width decay widths and gauge-invariance violation
We conclude our discussion of numerical results by considering the behaviour of various cross sections in the high-energy limit, using the different schemes for introducing finite decay widths as described in Section 2.3. Table 7 shows the results for the three reactions e + e − → µ −ν µ udbb, e + e − → µ −ν µ + 4q, and e + e − → ν eνe µ −ν µ ud, which are typical representatives for top-quark pair production, WWZ production, and WW → WW scattering. All three examples confirm the expectation from 4f (+γ) studies that the fixed-width scheme, in spite of violating gauge invariance, practically yields the same results as the complex-mass scheme that maintains gauge invariance. For the first two processes the step width and the fixed width lead to the same results, since no propagators of unstable particles with space-like momenta (t-channel propagators) contribute, i.e. the widths in the propagators are never switched off by the step function in Eq. (2.48). For the last example, the difference between fixed and step widths is also marginal. In this context, the comparison with the Whizard and Madgraph results is particularly interesting, since Madgraph employs the step width within the unitary gauge, in contrast to Lusifer, where the 't Hooft-Feynman gauge is used. Thus, there is a difference between the Madgraph and Lusifer results for the step width, since gauge invariance is broken in this approach. However, this difference is not yet numerically significant in the shown numbers. Finally, all examples of Table 7 show that the running-width scheme breaks gauge invariance so badly that deviations from the complex-mass scheme are already visible below 1 TeV. Above 1 TeV these deviations grow rapidly, and the high-energy limit of the prediction is totally wrong.
From these results we can draw similar conclusions as known from 4f (+γ) production. If finite decay widths are introduced on cost of gauge invariance, the result is only reliable if it has been compared to a gauge-invariant calculation, as it is for instance provided by the complex-mass scheme. Moreover, our numerical studies show that the fixed-width scheme is in fact a good candidate for reliable results also in six-fermion production, 
Summary and outlook
The investigation of six-fermion production is one of the most important tasks at a future high-energy e + e − collider owing to a variety of interesting subprocesses leading to such final states. These, in particular, comprise top-quark pair production, massive vector-boson scattering, triple gauge-boson production, and Higgs-boson production for intermediate Higgs masses.
In this paper, the Monte Carlo event generator Lusifer has been introduced, which in its first version deals with all processes e + e − → 6 fermions at tree level in the Standard Model. In the predictions all Feynman diagrams are included, the number of which is typically of the order of 10 2 -10 4 . Fermions other than top quarks, which are not allowed as external fermions, are taken to be massless, and polarization is fully supported. The helicity amplitudes are generically calculated with spinor methods and are presented explicitly. The phase-space integration is based on the multi-channel Monte Carlo integration technique. More precisely, channels and appropriate mappings are provided for each individual diagram in a generic way. Owing to the potentially large number of Feynman diagrams per final state, an efficient generic approach has been crucial, in order to gain an acceptable speed and stability of the program. Initial-state radiation is included at the leading logarithmic level employing the structure-function approach.
The performance of Lusifer has been demonstrated in detail. In particular, a comprehensive survey of cross section results is presented, including all final states with up to three neutrinos and up to four quarks. Moreover, these cross sections are confronted with results obtained with the multi-purpose packages Whizard and Madgraph in a tuned comparison, as far as these programs were applicable. Apart from a few cases, where the limitations of Whizard and Madgraph becomes visible, we find good numerical agreement.
We have supplemented the numerical results on cross sections by presenting some distributions that are phenomenologically interesting for top-quark pair and Higgs-boson production. A comparison to Whizard and Madgraph results shows also in this case good agreement within statistical errors.
Finally, we have numerically investigated possible effects from gauge-invariance violation due to the introduction of the finite decay widths of unstable particles in the amplitudes. Similarly to the known results in four-fermion production, it turns out that the use of running decay widths in general leads to a totally wrong high-energy behaviour of the cross section, since gauge cancellations are disturbed. Although an approach based on fixed gauge-boson widths does not maintain gauge invariance either, the gauge-breaking effects are found to be sufficiently suppressed in the considered examples. This conclusion is based on a comparison with the gauge-invariant result obtained in the so-called complex-mass scheme, where gauge invariance is restored by introducing appropriate complex couplings that are derived from complex mass parameters.
Apart from emphasizing the issue of speed and stability, a third motivation in the construction of Lusifer lies in the simplicity and flexibility of both the underlying concept and the actual computer code. This simplicity considerably facilitates the task of going a step further in theoretical sophistication, i.e. beyond a tree-level Monte Carlo program improved by universal corrections. The high accuracy of future e + e − colliders requires the inclusion of non-universal radiative corrections to subprocesses such as top-quark pair and Higgs-boson production, or vector-boson scattering. To improve Lusifer accordingly will be the subject of future work.
